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1. Introduction 
inues to be difficult due 

evelopment and 

production computing are often bes 

user exclusive access to a subs Unfortunately 

since resources are i 

can cause the overall 

production us environment tends to monopolize 

mputing Initiative (MPCI) at the 

boratory[ll, we have developed a simple, 

cesses on tightly coupled parallel machines. By 

response time. Production jobs are scheduled during idle 

periods, making use of the otherwise unused resources. In this paper we 

discuss our experience with gang scheduling over the 3 year life-time of the 

project . 
In the next section we motivate the project and discuss some of its details. 

Section 3.0 describes the general scheduling problem and how gang scheduling 

addresses it. In section 4.0, we describe our implementation. Section 8.0 
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presents results culled over he lifetime of the project. We conclude this 

paper with some observations and possible future directions in section 8.0. 

2. Background 
In 1989 the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL), began a study-of 

parallel computing technology and its applicability to the scientific 

computational requirements of the Department of Energy. The project, 

entitled the Massively Parallel Computing Initiative (MPCI), was led by Dr. 

Eugene D. Brooks 111. The purpose was to investigate massively parallel (MP) 

distributed memory computing as a combination of parallel machine 

architecture, programming models, coding strat , and algorithms. 
Originally, system scheduling was not a prim n of the project. 

The environment was set up to enco pen exchange of 

information. A support group of e ers was put in 

place to aid program development. 

uraged by making 

resources widely acces fforts are 

documented in 

The machin BBN TC2000 built by Bolt Beranek 

TC2000, all operating system 

itself (that is there is no “front-end” 

as 128 Motorola 88100 processors each operating 

he system supports 16 Megabytes of local memory, 

n cache and 16 kilobytes of data cache. 

cessors is facilitated by a multistage 

As delivered, the machine supports space-sharing in the form of clusters. An 

arbitrary sub-set of available processors may be joined together to operate on 

an application when the application is initiated. During normal use, the 

machine boots up with two clusters: a public cluster and a free cluster. 

Logins, edits, compiles, etc. are supported in the public cluster. Parallel 

applications execute by forming sub-clusters out of the available resources in 

the free cluster. Fi’gure 1 shows, the logical layout of the machine with a 5 

processor public cluster and a single application running on a sub-cluster 



of 5 processors. This mechanism for sharing the machine, called space-shar ing ,  

is still the main mechanism for sharing parallel resources today. 

\ 
Public Cluster Free cluster 

Figure  1: U s e r  brent i s  u s i n g  the f i r s t  5 processors of the Free C l u s t e r  

that space-sharing 

s not accommodate both alone was inadequate in a production envir 

response for short periods of time ing the number 

of processors to use. As many appl 

control the 

execution environment. 

ations wish to execute for 

several ho 

S) in response to these conflicting 

s such as the Prosper0 Resource Manager 

e: local resources on a tightly coupled MP 

the Vendor, who was uninterested in external 

rating system, it was important for the GS to run as 

perating system (in the public cluster on the 

resource access that all user applications must observe. Though this is 

mandatory, the end user sees the GS as non-intrusive and transparent because 

the interface loads with every parallel language library. Part of bringing 

up a new programming model is building the interface to the GS. 

The GS maintains a list of applications and their processes running in the 

parallel cluster, implementing time sharing by permitting groups of 

processes on the CPUs to run in turn. To avoid starvation, scheduling is 

done via a round robin policy. The GS also combines'space- and time-sharing by . 
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"packing" jobs onto the available processors. Application tasks are assigned 

to processors according to the current job.load and potential for available 

cpu time . 
The user interface is-very straightforward; the interface can be -learned as 

the user requires more control. Programs executing under the GS use the 

standard Unix method o f  invocation, so the simplest interface is that the user 

simply types the program's name to initiate-execution. When more control is 

needed, command-line arguments and environmental variables are defined to 

modify default values. In addition, though rarely used, an interface library 

s with respect 

to the GS. 

User response to this interface has been 

programmers want to learn only as 

their application. The extensive p 

r to execute 

itted the more 

3. Scheduling 
Gang scheduli 

nclude both family scheduling 

scheduling, parallel threads from a 

n the application is to be scheduled, 

ue of ready'threads belonging to a single 

techniques we have implemented as part of this 

ce is that our systems requires processes to be 

process migration is not supported. 

Under co-s 

load can dramatically affect the.number of processors available at any given 

time, the parallelism seen by the application is not predictable. The goal 

of co-scheduling is to keep the machine fully utilized at the possible expense 

of parallelism. 

One of the advantages of gang scheduling is that application execution times 

are more consistent. The GS assigns and remoyes jobs from processors as a an 

indivisible unit. Thus, whenever the application is running it has all of 
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its processors and when it goes idle (as it may do frequently during 

development or debugging), its processors become available for use by other 

applications. Another advantage is that applications can spin-wait during 

their timeslice yielding lower message passing overhead. Since the number of 

processor used by the application is not dependent on system load, the 

applications can make better use of static load-balancing techniques[lO]. 

While the application is executing within its timeslice, there are no 

interruptions on its processors due to other programs - our scheduling 
policy is non-pre-emptive. 

s all resources 

are consumed indivisibly. That is, if two jo any single processor, 

in Figure 4, job 

cannot run with either job "b" on processors 3 and / I  a I ,  

4. Jobs "b" and ,,ctl, however, can 

s a r e  given and t a k e n  away as a group. 

acking algorithm 

s utilized. Two independent jobs using 

scheduled during the same timeslice. The GS 

le, to assign independent jobs to disjoint 

re the machine simultaneously. - 

cluster. It refore does not negatively impact parallel applications 

which run exclusively in the free cluster. The machine setup thus appears to 

the user as in Figure 5. Users familiar with the architecture see the GS 

cluster in place of the free cluster. The location of all software, and 

interfaces to all compilers and tools remain the same. 
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Public Cluster Gang Scheduled cluster 

F i g u r e  3: The  TC2000 at Livermore 

3.1 Gang Scheduler Interface 
To execute a program on multiple processors un e GS, the user simply adds 

a flag to the application command-line (or s ironment variable) which 

specifies the number of processors. No fur is necessary as all 

e systems supported 

on the machine. Further control of is available 

through the command line or thr 

these features are opt e normal UNIX 

start-up mechanisms so be as transparent as possible. 

user main. ence slightly to have crtO call niam 

GS interface routine that handles the 

the scheduling daemon. Niam parses the user 

or flags such as the number of processor 

ission from the daemon to use the gang 

ces processes as directed by the GS. After the 

xecution. When the application has completed, niam 

message to hasten cleanup. 

crtO 
niam 

main ( ) 
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We mandate that each parallel language system supported on the machine conform 

to the GS interface. Off-site collaborators porting new language systems to 

the TC2000 report the effort to be less than a day's time. The result is 

that the GS controls all job access to the parallel portion of the machine; 

the BBN cluster command is no longer used. 

Since all parallel scheduling is controlled by the GS, it constitutes a single 

point of failure for the machine. We therefore concentrated on making it 

robust: any failure would effectively render the parallel resource unusable. 

As discussed below this robustness turns out to be one of the most important 

features of the system. 

After a program has made contact with the sc 

set of processors on which to execute vi g the -pxp option. To 

ask that a program run on 10 proce ommand line would 

be: a ..out -pxp 10. Users general ier to use than 

it typically asks for a 

In addition to specify r has the ability 

must be used to execute the 

ations' processor requests to 

maximize e in the absence of user directions. 

t running on a certain set of 

st performance. For example, if a long-mnning job 

the user can choose a complementary set of 

. We have provided the -pxpnodes command-line 
ected placement of tasks. A typical command might 

pnodes 1-3, 5 , 7  8 +  giving the application processors 

, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12. With this flexibility, users are 
, because the 

processors in this list are used in order to select the user's logical 

processors, some researchers find it interesting to experiment with 

different processor assignments. In a master/slave model of parallelism, the 

master processor may have greater resource requirements than any of its 

slaves. By assigning the master to the least loaded processor, some 

* The PXP flag (and friends PXPNODEX, PXPCLASS) could be set as and environmental variables - 
which would be ovemdden by a commandline argument, if present. 



applications were able to realize a performance benefit. 

The -final option we provide to users addresses the previously' discussed 

conflict between production and interactive use of the machine. Developers 

actively developing and debugging applications are able to convey the 

interactive nature of their application to the GS by setting the application's 

class to interactive. Similarly, production jobs can inform the GS of their 

class so that they receive the appropriate service. The GS attempts to service 

interactive jobs first assuming-that they will execute for a short time and 

then voluntarily relinquish their processors. During idle times, production 

time are automatically "promoted" into the p class to prevent 

monopolization of the machine. Production 

help amortize the overhead of cont 

alongside, or in the absence of ru 

A job's classification 'th the -pxpclass 

argument. Once initiat ically changed 

using the Gangster too 

In additio on classes to provide extra 

stem. As we intend to develop a fair 

ur future efforts, we created a standby 

eive any free cycles that the machine has to offer. 

ass to allow single-user access for timing or 

ion may request a block of benchmark time in 

or less are serviced immediately in our current 

rams requesting more than 60 seconds are required to wait 

at any time during the day, and receive their results the next morning. 

3.2 Machine Support 
The TC2000 system supports several features that aided the implementation of 

the GS. Each processor runs a copy of the nX operating system, and thus acts 

as a stand-alone system. On each processor, Unix time-sharing takes place if 

there are multiple processes. Process identification (pia) numbers are 

allocated in a global space, ensuring uniqueness. The only real modification 

we require is a way for the GS daemon process to make other client processes 
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either runnable or blocked. 

The TC2000 supports a demand paged virtual memory environment with swapping to 

disk or other processors' memory. Processes running on a single processor 

share the memory as they would on a workstation. In the example in Figure 6, 

jobs a and b, and jobs c and b, fit together in memory, and so can execute 

without conflict under the control of the GS. 

Figure 4 :  jobs 

Sometimes jobs do not fit well ob is too large 

performance problems c can when many 

smaller jobs are physi 

overhead via i eslices. Larger jobs that run 

te time slice to ensure there is 

time to lo or the larger applications. 

operating system is simple. The scheduler 

or delete a process from the nX run queue. To 

stop running a process by sending that process a 

ess ready to run on each processor* so that process 

ailable cycles while it is executing. As a result, 

the SIGUSRl stop signal to end a time-slice. It then sends the new group of 

processes it wishes to run a SUIGUSR2 start signal. 

To keep track of the placement of processes the GS enforces a strict protocol. 

When an application startsLup or wants to increase its processor count it asks 

for a set of processors, either telling the GS their IDS or letting the GS try 

* This is dependent on the programming model. A Notable exception is the Zipcode model [6], which uses 
several processes per processor, and relies on the underlying nX scheduling to handle them. 



to optimize the selection. To populate the processors, .the application 

receives permission from the GS and uses the nX system call fork-and-bind as 

shown in Figure 5. 

~~ - 

During the lifetime of an applicat rs under its 

control can vary, as can the numbe 

process remains, the G 

of processes the GS re 

verifying the process in the cluster. Jobs 

found to be p, and stray processes running 

in the clu 

pects of their jobs. An example display is shown 

67 processors for space reasons). Gangster 

$Is' behalf. So useful was this interface that many users 
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have come to think of the entire scheduling system as simply gangster. 

ee--cccccccaaacccccccccddddddddddddddddddaaaaaaaaaaaaaaffffffffffff 
o---x----1----x----2----x----3----x----4---- 
Interactive Production Standby 
c brent - 42 a mws - 35 
d doi - 55 b tony - 38 
f picano - 60 g belak - 64 

WhiFh jobs are 
What jobs exist runninq risht now. 
in each class. 

gangster: 

Figure 6: a sample gan 

In Figure 7 ,  the first line after the t e jobs that are 

currently receiving cycles, and wh unning on. Each 

digit corresponds to a physical CP en CPU can be 

the lists shown below 

line of the display). 

scheduled clu 

a header for each of the 4 different 

currently in each queue at the 

s a letter, a login id, and then a job number. 

of the user running the job. The job number 

the GS in any request for a change of service 

ictly by gangster for display purposes). 

ands to gangster on the command line,'denoted . 

d wall-clock execution time, the amount of accrued CPU time, 

the processor map, and processor count for any given job. In addition, users 

are able to stop or change the run class of jobs they own. For example, 

someone debugging a program may have the code automatically demoted to 

production class by the GS. The user can raise the priority of that job back 

to interactive class via gangster to improve response time. 

One of the features of gangster that is most useful is the slice command 

(see Figure 8). This command causes gangster to space-wise pack all the 

known jobs as best it can. The user can subsequently see any time-wise holes 
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that may exist on the machine (viewed as vertical groups of dots), and thus 

cleverly place a job. The example in Figure 9 indicates that any job placed 

between processor 3 and processor 24 would get 100% runtime under current 

conditions. 

I f i b  

Figure 7: S l i  l i ca t ion .  

We were un operating parameters of the system 

ntaining a reasonable level of 

an operator control interface to allow 

daemon itself. For example an operator can specify 

in interactive mode is to be demoted to 

imes that a job can be moved into interactive 

de the ability to set a dynamic limit on the 

gle user is allowed to submit, the timeslice lengths for 

ime limits for short and long benchmarking. 

As robustn paramount, we include a mechanism for the GS to be upgraded 

while running. Every transaction between the daemon and client applications 

take place using well-known socket serviced by the GS daemon. If that socket 

is busy or unattached, the'application retries. Meanwhile, the operator 

interface'allows the'GS to be shut down. When the GS receives a shutdown 4 

command it ensures that there are no outstanding transactions, writes a 

checkpoint file, and exits. A new version can then be started using the 

checkpoint file. The application retrying then gets service and internal 

consistency-checking corrects any inconsistent data (such as a job which has 
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exited in the interim) in a few seconds. From the users' perspective, the GS 

software never goes down, but magically acquires more features over time. 

4. Results 
The GS has been exceptionally stable and performs well. Despite the lack of 

detailed attention to scalability algorithms for a system of this size, we 

do not believe there are any significant performance bottlenecks. In 

particular, the socket interface between a client and the scheduler has not 

proven to be a noticeable performance problem. 

Since installation, the scheduler has had no nt instances of failure. 

During its use in the MPCI project (mid 91 . the GS has handled over 

35,000 job requests of vakious siz amined the logfiles 

in an attempt to understand the jo ts lifetime. The 

graph in Figure 10 depicts the ' of 35,848 job 

requests \ 
5000 

j ob  sizes over 35848 job  reques 

certain numbers of processors. 

' 2 3 .  

Note that 

Processor counts of 25, 49 and 100 due to the use of square grid within 

applications. Processor counts of 26, 50, and 65 are due to a square grid with 

an added processor for communications. The high end, 112 and 113 can be 

explained as the machine was typically running with 112 or 113 processors in 

the GS cluster. The largest GS cluster ever configured was 117 processors. 

It is important to notice is that many of the jobs were run on the smaller 

processor counts. More than 70% of the programs executed were ran on less than 
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32 processors. This is a somewhat surprising result as the environment was 

designed to reward applications using as much parallelism as possible (the 

GS charged time on a per job basis, not per CPU). A case could be made that 

many of the applications were executed while in development, so they were 

run on smaller CPU counts, however when in production use, the processor count 

would be expected to be higher to make up for that. 

For the same set of jobs, Figure 10 depicts the arrival time during the day of 

that job. As expected, job arrivals are clustered around the late morning 

hours and early afternoon. 

70 5 

f 

/+ " rnldnlaht mon rnldnla ht 

time 

w- 
e 9: T i m e  of job  request. 

he difference between wall-clock execution ' 

he impact timesharing. Figure 12 shows the 

cessor time versus the number of processors 

e average wall clock time, (solid line) is the-amount of 

job completion. The average cpu time (dotted) depicts the 

amount of e time dedicated to the job. The difference in these times 

shows the amount of time the job was swapped out awaiting resources. Note that 

the amount of time spent waiting fairly closely tracks the running times for 

the jobs. 
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t 
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 

proCeSSorS 

F i g u r e  1 0 :  cpu t i m e  an 

5. Conclusion 
sharing of the 128 processor BBN 

TC2 00 0 was 

robust scheduling environment that 

machine. This software ran a real- 

em as well as the required native operating 

owed the user interface and options available to the 

some of the data gathered over the lifetime of the 

some interesting trends. In particular, job size 

cations. Powers 

of two, while popular, were one of the many noticeable trend in job size. Msny 

jobs used processor counts that were perfect squares due to algorithmic 

structure. This result questions the utility of power-of-two allocation 

schemes currently being considered by various systems. 

6. FUTURE 
The High Performance Parallel Processing Project (H4P), is. a Department of 

Energy DOE funded project involving the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory 
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(LLNL), Los Alamos National Laboratory, Cray Research Incorporated, Thinking 

Machines Corporation and various industrial partners in the US. The project is 

a collection of Collaborative efforts with the industrial partners which is 

aimed at proving the applicability of parallel processing to industry. We will 

be further developing the Gang Scheduler as one of the over 20 collaborative 

work items funded under the project. As such, we are currently developing an 

X-windows interface to replace gangster (Figure 11). Other possible 

enhancements include interfaces to popular batch scheduling systems such as 

DJM, NQS, etc. 

T3D. 
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